REVIEW QUESTIONS

LESSON 7

1. When towing implements on public roadways, which of
the following should be used?
		 a. SMV emblem
		 b. Safety hitch pin
		 c. Flashing lights
		 d. All of the above
2. The letters SMV stand for:
		 a. Slow Machine Verification
		 b. Slow Moving Vehicle
		 c. Snail’s Pace Moving Vehicle
		 d. Standing Machine Violation
3. Road travel with agricultural tractors is more hazardous
because when the speed of a tractor is doubled, the chance
of an upset is:
		 a. The same
		 b. Twice as likely
		 c. Four times as likely
		 d. None of the above
4. When moving a very wide implement such as a combine
on a public road, it is best to:
		 a. Move it after dark when there are fewer cars
			 on the road
		 b. Have someone follow in a car or pickup
		 c. Have someone lead in a car or pickup with
			 their flashers on
		 d. None of the above are considered good practices
5. The minimum age for a non-certified youth employed 		
by someone other than a parent or guardian to operate
an agricultural tractor on public roads is:
		 a. 10
		 b. 14
		 c. 16
		 d. There is not a minimum age in most states

6. When operating self-propelled equipment on public roads,
what should the operator do if someone is approaching 		
from behind and wants to pass?
		 a. Slow down and motion for them to go around
		 b. Slow down and find a suitable place to pull off of
			 the road so that they may pass safely
		 c. Continue to drive as you are. It is the responsibility
			 of the automobile operator to safely pass you
		 d. Signal with flashing lights when it is not safe to pass
7. A tractor weighing five tons is pulling a wagon of corn that
weighs three tons. What would be the minimum posted
weight limit on a bridge need to be for the tractor operator
to safely cross it?
		 a. Twice the combined weight of the tractor and wagon
		 b. 8 Tons
		 c. 25 Tons
		 d. 5 Tons
8. The SMV emblem is only to be used on machines that 		
travel at speeds less than ___ miles per hour (MPH) on 		
public roads.
		 a. 10
		 b. 20
		 c. 25
		 d. 35
9. When operating a tractor on a public roadway, the flashing
amber lights are only required to be used after dark?
		 a. True
		 b. False
10. Which of the following would be considered a good safety
hitch pin?
		 a. A heavy bolt
		 b. A tie-rod cut to the proper length
		 c. A hitch pin with safety clip
		 d. All of the above

